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The role of motoneurons in central motor pattern generation
was investigated in the feeding system of the pond snail Lym-
naea stagnalis, an important invertebrate model of behavioral
rhythm generation. The neuronal network responsible for the
three-phase feeding motor program (fictive feeding) has been
characterized extensively and divided into populations of cen-
tral pattern generator (CPG) interneurons, modulatory interneu-
rons, and motoneurons. A previous model of the feeding sys-
tem considered that the motoneurons were passive followers of
CPG interneuronal activity. Here we present new, detailed phys-
iological evidence that motoneurons that innervate the muscu-
lature of the feeding apparatus have significant electrotonic
motoneuron3interneuron connections, mainly confined to cells
active in the same phase of the feeding cycle (protraction, rasp,
or swallow). This suggested that the motoneurons participate in
rhythm generation. This was assessed by manipulating firing
activity in the motoneurons during maintained fictive feeding
rhythms. Experiments showed that motoneurons contribute to
the maintenance and phase setting of the feeding rhythm and
provide an efficient system for phase-locking muscle activity
with central neural activity. These data indicate that the distinc-
tion between motoneurons and interneurons in a complex CNS
network like that involved in snail feeding is no longer justified
and that both cell types are important in motor pattern gener-
ation. This is a distributed type of organization likely to be a
general characteristic of CNS circuitries that produce rhythmic
motor behavior.
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The study of central pattern generators (CPGs) has proved to be
a profitable strategy for elucidating cellular mechanisms under-
lying motor behavior. These neuronal oscillatory networks have
been investigated in both vertebrate and invertebrate prepara-
tions, and shared principles of organization have emerged. For
example, there is increasing evidence from both mammalian
(Windhorst, 1990) and nonmammalian vertebrate systems
(Perrins and Roberts, 1995a,b) that motoneurons may have a
dynamic role in contributing to the patterned output through
central feedback pathways to CPG interneurons. In some inver-
tebrate CPGs, which are thought to serve as useful general
models for rhythmically active neuronal networks, motoneurons
have been demonstrated to make a similarly active contribution to
patterned output. Indeed, in the lobster stomatogastric system,
the CPGs consist of single populations of neurons that perform
shared motoneuronal and interneuronal rhythm-generating roles
(Selverston and Moulins, 1985). In most other systems, however,
separate sets of CPG interneurons and motoneurons are present
more obviously. Although there is evidence that motoneurons
can have an influence on the generation of the motor pattern in
such systems, too (Heitler, 1978; Friesen, 1989), the cellular
mechanisms integrating interneuronal and motoneuronal activity
are not understood clearly.
An understanding of the nature of the pathways linking mo-
toneurons to interneurons in a variety of model systems is essen-
tial in testing general ideas about the dependency of pattern
generation on the synaptic integration of activity of both types of
cell. This can be achieved only by experiments offering detailed
physiological evidence of synaptic interactions between motoneu-
rons and CPG interneurons in well characterized motor circuits.
Here we consider this integrative function in a centrally located
motor network, the feeding system of the snail Lymnaea, in which
many of the neuronal elements involved in rhythm generation
have been identified, allowing synaptic connectivity to be deter-
mined by direct intracellular recording. This model also is used
extensively in studies on neurotransmitter function (Elliott and
Kemenes, 1992; Elphick et al., 1995; Yeoman et al., 1996) and
neurophysiological correlates of learning (Whelan and McCro-
han, 1996; Kemenes et al., 1997; Kojima et al., 1997; Staras et al.,
1998) in which a detailed knowledge of all cell types involved in
the pattern generation is essential. The three-phase feeding cycle
is produced primarily by an interconnected network of interneu-
rons that activate different types of motoneurons firing in the
three different phases of feeding (Benjamin and Rose, 1979; Rose
and Benjamin, 1979; Benjamin and Elliott, 1989). Previously, the
motoneurons have been considered as passive followers of a CPG
interneuron circuit, playing no part in pattern generation or
modulation (Rose and Benjamin, 1981b). However, new evidence
is presented here, showing that motoneurons innervating the
muscles of the buccal mass make important contributions to an
ongoing feeding rhythm through previously unreported electro-
tonic connections with CPG interneurons and are essential for
patterning to occur. These results provide detailed supporting
evidence for the principle emerging from several other systems,
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too, that rhythm generation in most motor circuits requires the
integrated action of both interneurons and motoneurons, and the
results contradict a simple hierarchical model of motor control.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental subjects. Specimens of adult Lymnaea stagnalis, obtained
from commercial animal suppliers (Blades Biological, Kent, UK), were
kept in large holding tanks containing copper-free water on a 12:12 hr
light /dark regime and fed lettuce three times a week. Before an experi-
ment the animals were moved into 2 l plastic tanks in the laboratory and
fed lettuce ad libitum.
Isolated brain preparation. In most experiments an isolated CNS prep-
aration was used that consisted of the paired buccal ganglia, the main
ganglionic ring (composed of pedal, pleural, parietal, visceral, and cere-
bral ganglia), and a small length of esophagus (Benjamin and Rose,
1979). The preparation, maintained in HEPES-buffered saline (Ben-
jamin and Winlow, 1981), was pinned down in a Sylgard-coated dish so
that the dorsal surface of the buccal ganglia was exposed. In some cases
one buccal ganglion was twisted 180° around the buccal commissure to
allow access to neurons on the ventral surface. To facilitate intracellular
recording, we removed the outer ganglionic sheath covering the cerebral
and buccal ganglia with a pair of fine forceps. The inner sheath was
softened by a nonspecific solid protease (Sigma type XIV, Sigma Chem-
ical, Poole, UK) placed on the saline surface above the preparation and
left to dissolve for ;1 min. This enzyme treatment was terminated by
rapid perfusion of fresh saline via a peristaltic pump.
Buccal mass–CNS preparation. In some experiments in which it was
necessary to record simultaneously from neurons and muscles, the CNS
and buccal mass, connected either via the latero- and ventrobuccal nerves
or the postbuccal nerve, were dissected as one piece. The preparation
was bathed in HEPES-buffered saline and arranged in a Sylgard-coated
dish so that the dorsal surface of the buccal ganglia was exposed. The
buccal mass was opened out by a ventral incision along the midline and
pinned flat (dorsal side up) to the Sylgard base to minimize movements
caused by muscular contractions. This arrangement exposed the poste-
rior and anterior jugalis and the radula tensor muscles on both sides. The
outer ganglionic sheath was removed with fine forceps, but no or only
very little protease treatment was administered. These procedures are
similar to those described by Peters and Altrup (1984).
Electrophysiolog ical recording techniques. Up to four intracellular re-
cordings were made simultaneously. Glass microelectrodes (2 mm;
Clarke Electromedical, Redding, UK) were pulled on a vertical electrode
puller to a resistance of 30–80 MV when filled with 4 M potassium
acetate. Signals were fed into amplifiers (Neurolog NL102, Digitimer,
Welwyn Garden City, UK) and output to a storage oscilloscope (Gould
1604, Gould Instrument Systems, Hainault, UK), a chart recorder (Gould
TA240S), and a DAT recorder (Biologic DTR-1801, Biological Science
Instruments, Claix, France).
Identification and selection of cell t ypes. The feeding network in Lym-
naea has been characterized extensively so that many individual ele-
ments such as CPG interneurons, motoneurons, and modulatory neurons
have been identified previously (Fig. 1 A) and their synaptic connectivity
determined. Rhythmic feeding behavior is produced by three main types
of premotor CPG interneurons, known as N1, N2, and N3 (Rose and
Benjamin, 1981a). These control the three main active phases of the
behavioral feeding cycle—protraction (N1), rasp (N2), and swallow
(N3)—performed by the muscular feeding organ, the buccal mass. Now
there are known to be subtypes of each of these N cells, the N1 medial
(N1M) and N1 lateral (N1L) cells (Yeoman et al., 1995), the N2 dorsal
(N2d) and N2 ventral (N2v) cells (Brierley et al., 1997a), and the N3 tonic
(N3t) and N3 phasic (N3p) cells (Elliott and Benjamin, 1985a). Most of
these cell types occur as bilaterally symmetrical pairs on the dorsal
surface of the buccal ganglia except for the N2v cells, which are located
on the ventral surface (Fig. 1 A). The N1M cells recorded here are a
single pair of cells that lie beneath the B2 motoneurons on each side.
They were backfilled by Kemenes and Elliott (1994) with 5(6)-
carboxyfluorescein from the contralateral cerebrobuccal connective.
These may be the only cells of the N1M type. Previous accounts in which
larger numbers of these cells were described (Rose and Benjamin, 1981b;
Yeoman et al., 1995) probably were confused by the similar firing
patterns of B7 motoneurons, one of which is coupled electrotonically to
the N1M cells and fires in a similar pattern (see Results). The methods
for identifying the CPG cell types are reviewed by Yeoman and col-
leagues (1995).
The feeding motoneurons (Fig. 1 A) can be identified visually (B1, B2,
B3, B4, B4CL) or by the synaptic inputs recorded during fictive feeding
rhythms (B7, B10) (Benjamin and Rose, 1979; Rose and Benjamin,
1981a). They fire in response to synaptic inputs from CPG interneurons.
In the isolated preparation used here, the fictive feeding pattern was
driven by a modulatory interneuron called the slow oscillator (SO). This
is a single cell that lies between the B1 and B2 motoneurons on either the
left or right side (Fig. 1 A). It has a complex set of reciprocal synaptic
connections with the CPG neurons (Elliott and Benjamin, 1985b) that in
turn drive the motoneurons (Fig. 1 B). The ability of the SO to drive a
fictive feeding rhythm in all three types of CPG interneuron is demon-
strated directly in Figure 1Ci. Here steady depolarizing current, sufficient
to excite the SO, produced rhythmic burst activity in N1M, N2d, and N3p
cells recorded at the same time. The characteristic waveforms during
N1/protraction, N2/rasp, and N3/swallow are clearer in the faster time
base of Figure 1Cii. The main mechanism by which the SO drives the
CPG rhythm is via a strongly facilitating SO3N1 connection (Rose and
Benjamin, 1981a; Elliott and Benjamin, 1985b), although the SO3N2d/
N2v biphasic input (Yeoman et al., 1993; Brierley et al., 1997b) is also
important in triggering the N2 plateaus (Fig. 1 B). The connections
between the N cells (data not shown in Fig. 1B) allow the full
N13N23N3 fictive feeding sequence to occur. The SO receives feed-
back from the CPG interneurons (Elliott and Benjamin, 1985b) that
entrain its activity to the CPG rhythm (Fig. 1 B). Without this inhibitory
feedback from the N2 and N3 CPG interneurons, it fires tonically, having
no intrinsic ability to burst.
The main objective of the present experiments was to characterize the
synaptic relationships between motoneurons and CPG interneurons. The
SO was recorded routinely to drive a fictive feeding rhythm, and then one
or more CPG interneurons and motoneurons were recorded together to
establish synaptic connectivity and to test the ability of the motoneuron
to influence the ongoing feeding rhythm. Some motoneurons for which
the anatomy had not been investigated previously were singly injected
with the yellow fluorescent tracer 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (5-CF, 5%) by
passing repeated pulses of hyperpolarizing current through the micro-
electrode (Kemenes et al., 1991). In Lymnaea, no dye coupling is present
between electrotonically coupled neurons injected with fluorescent trac-
ers (G. Kemenes, unpublished observations); therefore, no morphologi-
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Figure 1. Motor and interneurons of the feeding system of Lymnaea in the “twisted” buccal ganglion preparation. A, The position of identified motor
and interneurons that were the subjects of the present study. B1, B2, B3, B4, B4CL, B7a, B7b, B10, Motoneurons; N1M, N1 medial central pattern
generator (CPG) interneuron; N1L, N1 lateral CPG interneuron; N2d, N2 dorsal CPG interneuron; N2v, N2 ventral CPG interneuron; N3p, N3 phasic
CPG interneuron; N3t, N3 tonic CPG interneuron; SO, slow oscillator modulatory interneuron. Nerves of the buccal ganglia include CBC, cerebrobuccal
connective; BC, buccal commissure; DBN, dorsobuccal nerve; LBN and VBN, latero-/ventrobuccal nerve; and PBN, postbuccal nerve. A, Anterior; P,
posterior; L, left; R, right. B, A summary diagram of the reciprocal synaptic connections between the modulatory SO cell and each of the feeding CPG
interneurons, based on previous studies. Depolarization of the SO drives the CPG interneurons through these identified connections. The interneurons,
in turn, produce the three-phase fictive feeding rhythm through complex synaptic connections (Elliott and Benjamin, 1985a) among N1, N2, and N3 phase
cells (data not shown). Activity in the SO is entrained to the CPG rhythm by feedback from the interneurons. Black bars, Excitatory connections; black
circles, inhibitory connections. The motoneurons (MNS) active in the three different phases of feeding (P, protraction; R, rasp; S, swallow) are driven by
interneurons active in the same phase. C, Depolarizing current injected into the modulatory interneuron SO can drive a fictive feeding rhythm via
sequential activation of the CPG interneurons. Ci, Maintained depolarization sufficient to excite the SO produces rhythmic burst activity in N1M, N2d,
and N3p cells recorded at the same time. Cii, Expanded time base showing the characteristic waveforms of synaptic potentials and firing patterns of
interneurons during N1/protraction, N2/rasp, and N3/swallow. The synaptic connections between the N cells allow the full N1–N2–N3 fictive feeding
sequence to occur.
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cal confirmation of electrotonic coupling could be made by injecting
motoneurons singly. However, we used double fills of motoneurons and
interneurons with two different fluorescent dyes to see if there was an
overlap of neurites. Although this in itself is not sufficient to prove
synaptic connectivity, it provides some morphological evidence for the
likely sites of contact between cells, the existence of which was demon-
strated more directly by physiological experiments (see Results). In these
experiments the motoneuron was always injected with 5-CF, and the
interneuron was injected with the blue fluorescent tracer methoxypyren-
etrisulfonic acid (MPTS, 20%; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Pho-
tomicrographs were taken from fresh whole mounts under ultraviolet
light, using a compound light microscope equipped with a 450–490 nm
exciter filter, an FT 510 chromatic beam splitter, and an LP 520 barrier
filter. This filter combination allowed both a full assessment of gross cell
morphology at lower magnifications (53 and 103 objectives) and visu-
alization of overlapping neurites at higher magnifications from the two
neurons injected with the two different dyes (with the 203 objective the
depth of field is 4160 nm and the resolution is 634 nm; with the 403
objective with oil immersion the depth of field is 932 nm and the
resolution is 244 nm).
Experimental protocol. The main type of synaptic connections that
were discovered was electrotonic. When we assessed electrotonic cou-
pling strengths between a motoneuron and an interneuron, the motoneu-
ron into which current was to be injected was always impaled with two
electrodes (one to inject current and one to record membrane potential)
to allow the accurate recording of membrane potential. When we tested
for the presence of an electrotonic junction, the amount and duration of
current injection were standardized with the use of a current injection
monitor and a square-wave pulse generator. The preparations were
dissected and bathed continuously in normal HEPES-buffered saline. In
some cases the electrotonic nature of synapses was confirmed by perfus-
ing the preparation for 50 min in a high Mg 21, low Ca 21 saline plus
EGTA (HiLo1EGTA) (composition described in Yeoman et al., 1993).
This contains virtually no Ca 21 and nine times the concentration of
Mg 21 present in normal saline and blocks chemical synapses by replacing
the Ca 21 ions necessary for synaptic transmission with Mg 21. For
assessing the contribution of a motoneuron to pattern generation, we
used only preparations in which the SO was capable of driving a regular
fictive feeding pattern within the physiological feeding range observed in
intact feeding animals (15–30 bites/min). Resetting experiments were
performed by manipulating motoneuron activity during SO-driven fictive
feeding rhythms. Where possible, the motoneuron was impaled with two
independent electrodes to provide a balanced DC recording. At least five
full regular SO-driven feeding cycles were required before firing activity
was manipulated in the target cell. Activation or suppression of the
motoneuron was performed by applying either depolarizing or hyperpo-
larizing current pulses into the soma. The duration of the bursts evoked
by the depolarizing current did not exceed the duration of bursts in the
CPG-driven cycles (for statistical details, see Results). Current injection
into the SO was maintained throughout this period and until at least five
further cycles had elapsed. Control experiments were performed in
which the SO was used to drive the rhythm, but the activity of motoneu-
rons was not manipulated. In most instances it proved possible to per-
form motoneuron activation, suppression, and control experiments
within a single preparation.
In these resetting experiments our primary objective was to remove or
add bursts of motoneuron spikes during an ongoing SO-driven fictive
feeding rhythm and, in the case of current-induced firing, still maintain
both spike activities and membrane potentials within the normal oper-
ating range of the manipulated motoneurons. That this was true was
confirmed by comparing a variety of parameters of motoneuronal activ-
ity, such as spike frequencies and membrane potential changes in each
type of motoneuron seen in artificially evoked and CPG-driven bursts.
This analysis was confined to motoneurons that in preliminary experi-
ments were shown to influence the rhythm (B7, B10, and B4; also see
Results). For the B7 motoneuron this comparison showed that the
instantaneous spike frequency in current-induced bursts [27.0 6 2.2 (SE)
spikes/sec, n 5 8 from three experiments] was within the range seen in
the CPG-driven bursts immediately preceding them (from 2.5 6 1.0 to
26.6 6 3.0 spikes/sec). Similarly, data were obtained for the B10 (current-
induced, 30.1 6 0.7 spikes/sec; CPG-driven, from 3.6 6 1.3 to 39.0 6 3.9
spikes/sec, n 5 4 from two experiments) and B4 cells (current-driven,
27.5 6 1.8 spikes/sec; CPG-driven, from 3.8 6 0.7 to 33.5 6 3.5 spikes/
sec, n 5 10 from four experiments). Individual examples of this are given
in Results for B7 (see Fig. 5Cii), for B10 (see Fig. 7Aii), and for B4
motoneurons (see Fig. 10Ci). A statistical analysis (paired Student’s t
tests) revealed no significant differences between the frequency of spikes
in current-induced bursts and the highest instantaneous spike frequen-
cies seen in CPG-driven bursts in B7 (df 5 7, t 5 0.05; p 5 0.96), B10
(df 5 3, t 5 2.28; p 5 0.11) or B4 (df 5 9, t 5 21.67; p 5 0.13).
As well as showing that the rates of firing of the current-injected
motoneurons were within the physiological range, it was also necessary to
show that changes in underlying membrane potential evoked by current
injection were similarly physiological. This was confirmed by measuring
the amplitude range of depolarizing shifts resulting from excitatory
synaptic inputs during five cycles of activity preceding the motoneuron
stimulation in each SO-driven episode of fictive feeding (n 5 8 from
three experiments for B7, n 5 4 from two experiments for B10, and n 5
10 from four experiments for B4) and comparing them with the levels of
depolarization used to evoke spike activity in the motoneurons. During
SO-driven episodes of fictive feeding the ranges of depolarizing mem-
brane potential changes from resting were from 10.0 6 1.1 to 37.3 6 1.0
mV for B7 (measured from 40 cycles), from 4.8 6 0.3 to 19.0 6 0.6 mV
for B10 (measured from 20 cycles), and from 8.5 6 0.6 to 19.0 6 0.6 mV
for B4 (measured from 50 cycles). In experiments in which the motoneu-
rons were recorded together with CPG interneurons active in the same
phase, all current-induced depolarizing shifts were between 10 and 20
mV (measured through a second electrode in the motoneurons); in most
cases these induced strong spike activity in the interneurons. Individual
examples of this are given in Results for B7 (N1M input, Fig. 2B), for
B10 (N2d and N2v input, Fig. 7E), and for B4 motoneurons (N3t input,
Fig. 9B). Interpretation of these records will be presented in more detail
in Results. In experiments in which, for technical reasons, it was not
possible to measure accurately the membrane potential changes through
a second electrode while injecting current into a motoneuron, the spike
frequency served as an indicator of whether or not the cell was still in its
normal physiological range. This was possible because for all three types
of motoneuron both the relationship between the injected current and
resulting membrane voltage change and the relationship between mem-
brane voltage change and spike frequency were found to be linear within
the range used in these experiments.
In the experiments designed to test the effect of suppression of mo-
toneurons on ongoing CPG activity, we used hyperpolarizing currents
evoking voltage changes in the physiological membrane potential range
of motoneurons. Initial experiments testing the coupling between mo-
toneurons and interneurons were done with a range of hyperpolarizing
current intensities as well as depolarizing pulses. Significant inhibitory
effects were seen on the interneurons at current intensities that produced
voltage changes in the physiological membrane potential range of the
motoneurons. Thus a ;30 mV drop in the B7a membrane potential was
found to cause a ;5 mV drop in the N1M membrane potential; a ;20
mV drop in B10 membrane potential caused a ;7 mV change in N2d; a
;4 mV change in N2v and a ;25 mV drop in B4 membrane potential
caused a ;8 mV change in N3t (the values given for the motoneurons are
maximum changes caused by inhibitory CPG inputs, measured in the
same cells firing in fictive feeding patterns). The same physiological
levels of stimulation were used when current was passed through the
recording electrode, and this can be confirmed by measuring the resulting
voltage changes in the interneurons (see Figs. 6 A, 8 A, 10C).
RESULTS
Motoneuron connections with interneurons
The main aim of this work was to obtain detailed evidence for the
synaptic connectivity of motoneurons and interneurons in the
Lymnaea feeding system and to show that integrated activity of
both types of cells was essential for motor pattern generation.
Initially, intracellular pairwise recordings from a variety of
motoneurons and interneurons revealed that, in addition to pre-
viously reported interneuron3motoneuron chemical synapses
(Elliott and Kemenes, 1992; Brierley et al., 1997a), electrotonic
connections between the two cell types also existed. The elec-
trotonic synapses had DC coupling coefficients (measured by
applying square-wave current pulses into the cell bodies of re-
corded presynaptic neurons) ranging from 12% to 36%. These
connections were present only between motoneurons and inter-
neurons active in the same phase of the feeding cycle.
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B7 motoneuron coupling with the protraction phase
interneuron, N1M
The motoneuron B7 and the CPG interneuron N1M fire together
in the protraction (N1) phase of feeding (Fig. 2A). The B7
showed strong electrotonic coupling (n 5 5; maximum DC cou-
pling coefficient, 17%) with N1M (Fig. 2B). Although three to
four B7-type motoneurons are present within each buccal ganglia
(Benjamin and Rose, 1979), only one or two of these cell types,
located between the B2 and B3 motoneurons, were found to show
electrotonic coupling with the N1M interneurons. For clarity, the
coupled B7 type was renamed B7a, and the noncoupled type was
renamed B7b.
Hyperpolarizing or depolarizing B7a produced equivalent, al-
though attenuated, voltage changes in the N1M cell (Fig. 2B).
This was sufficient to drive spike activity in the N1M if a strong
burst of spikes was elicited in B7a (Fig. 2B). Both the firing rate
of the current-evoked burst of spikes (29 spikes/sec) and the size
of the underlying depolarization (10.0 mV) in Figure 2B were
within the physiological range (from 2.5 6 1.0 to 26.6 6 3.0
spikes/sec and from 10.0 6 1.1 to 37.3 6 1.0 mV, respectively).
The connection persisted in a HiLo1EGTA saline, which blocks
chemical synapses, and confirmed the electrotonic nature of the
connection (Fig. 2C, n 5 3). The synaptic connection in the
reverse direction, from N1M3B7a, was investigated also (Fig.
2D, n 5 3). Previous work using pharmacological blocking agents
has shown that the N1M has cholinergic chemical synapses with
many of the feeding motoneurons (Elliott and Kemenes, 1992).
However, it was also apparent from this study that a component
of the N1M3B7a synaptic connectivity is electrotonic because it
persisted in a HiLo1EGTA saline (Fig. 2Dii). The absolute
magnitude of the connection was reduced in HiLo1EGTA sa-
line, confirming that a chemical synaptic component normally is
present (for more evidence, see Elliott and Kemenes, 1992).
However, in this investigation, which was concerned mainly with
the role of the motoneurons, the relative contribution of electro-
tonic and chemical components of this synapse response was not
examined quantitatively.
Dye filling B7a (n 5 7, 3 left and 4 right) with 5(6)-
carboxyfluorescein (5-CF) revealed a consistent morphology,
with extensive neuritic processes in the ipsilateral buccal ganglia
Figure 2. Electrotonic coupling between the protraction phase B7a motoneuron and the N1M CPG interneuron. A, Diagram showing the firing pattern
of the B7a and N1M neurons in a CPG-driven fictive feeding rhythm. Both neurons fire together in the N1 (protraction) phase and are inhibited during
the N2 and N3 phases. B, Depolarizing or hyperpolarizing current injected into B7a produces similar, although attenuated, voltage changes in N1M.
Membrane potential (MP) changes in B7a were measured through a second voltage recording electrode so that coupling coefficients could be determined
accurately. C, The B7a3N1M connection (Ci) is retained in HiLo1EGTA saline (Cii), which blocks chemical synapses and confirms the electrotonic
nature of the connection. D, The N1M3B7a connection also involves an electrotonic synapse (Di), which persists in HiLo1EGTA saline (Dii). Note
that in C and D all recordings were made through single current-passing electrodes, and so the presence of coupling could be established but could not
be assessed quantitatively.
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Figure 3. Dual role of the B7a as a motoneuron and the provider of an excitatory input to a CPG interneuron. A, Diagrammatic reconstruction of the
morphology seen from joint fills of the B7a (5-CF, yellow; see Fig. 4Ai) and the N1M neurons (MPTS, blue; see Fig. 4Ai). The B7a has a single axon
projecting along the CBC and projecting from the latero- or ventrobuccal nerve roots. The N1M projects to the contralateral buccal ganglion and through
to the contralateral CBC. The neuritic processes of these cells show extensive intermingling, and some of these are potential sites for electrotonic
junctions (for high-magnification details of the areas in the rectangles, see Fig. 4 Aii, Aiii). B, B7a does not have direct connections with the B1 motoneuron
but has indirect effects via the B7a3N1M3B1 pathway. Spikes evoked by depolarizing current injected into B7a excite N1M to firing through the
electrotonic coupling between the two cells. Activation of N1M then evokes unitary EPSPs in the B1 through the N1M3B1 monosynaptic connection.
In the absence of N1M spikes at the beginning of the trace, no inputs are seen on the B1. C, Dual function of B7a demonstrated by joint recordings from
N1M and the posterior jugalis muscle (PJM ). Activation of B7a evokes activity in the N1M interneuron via the electrotonic coupling. The B7a activation
also causes a strong contraction of the protraction phase PJM buccal mass muscle recorded as voltage changes at the tip of a blunted electrode placed
on the muscle surface. D, Activation of B7a can cause muscle contraction in the absence of spikes in N1M, indicating that the B7a3PJN connection is
not mediated by other motoneurons driven by N1M.
3
Figure 4. Morphological demonstration of potential sites of electrophysiologically confirmed synaptic connections between motoneurons (injected with
5-CF, yellow) and interneurons (injected with MPTS, blue) in the Lymnaea feeding system. Ai, Photomicrograph (magnified 2003, enlarged from a color
slide taken through a 103 microscope objective) of a B7a motoneuron and an N1M interneuron. The main axon branches of the two cells run in close
proximity in the buccal neuropile and cerebrobuccal connective. The two axons diverge at the branching point of the cerebrobuccal connective and
latero-/ventrobuccal nerve. Aii, High-magnification (6003) photomicrograph (enlarged from a color slide taken through a 403 microscope objective with
oil immersion) showing the area in the rectangle in the left cerebrobuccal connective (LCBC) in Figure 3A. The depth of field with this objective and
the filter set that has been used is ;0.9 mm. The thickness of the branches shown is ;4.0 mm; because the yellow (B7a) and blue (N1M) axons are both
in the same (;0.9 mm thick) plane of focus and appear to be in close contact (arrow), this provides a likely anatomical basis for the described electrotonic
coupling between them to be direct. Aiii, High-magnification (6003) photomicrograph (enlarged from a color slide taken through a 403 microscope
objective with oil immersion) showing the area in the rectangle in the left buccal ganglion in Figure 3A. Here, a branch of the initial axon segment of
B7a makes a contact with the axon of N1M, making this another potential site of synaptic connections (arrow). B, High-magnification (4003)
photomicrograph (enlarged from a color slide taken through a 203 microscope objective) showing the area in the rectangle (Figure legend continues.)
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in Figure 7D. Neurites from the motoneuron and interneuron are intermingled (arrow) in the region close to the cell bodies. Depth of field with 203
objective is ;4.0 mm; the thickness of neurites shown is ;2.5–4.0 mm. Ci, Photomicrograph (1703, enlarged from a color slide taken through a 203
microscope objective) showing the area in the rectangle in the left buccal ganglion in Figure 9E. Fine branches (;2.0–4.0 mm) projecting from the axon
of N3p are both in the same plane of focus and appear to be coming into close contact with the axon of a contralateral B4CL (arrowed area shown in
inset, magnified 3403). Cii, Photomicrograph (1703, enlarged from a color slide taken through a 203 microscope objective) showing the area in the
rectangle in the right buccal ganglion in Figure 9E. Fine branches (;3.0–4.0 mm) projecting from the initial axon segment of B4CL are both in the same
plane of focus and appear to be coming into close contact (arrow) with the axon of the contralateral N3p (same pair of cells as in Ci).
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and a single projection to the ipsilateral latero- or ventrobuccal
nerve. Double dye fills (n 5 4) of both N1M (MPTS, blue) and
B7a (5-CF, yellow) showed both the close proximity of their
parallel-running axonal projections (Figs. 3A, 4Ai) and the inter-
mingling of neurites from these two cell types at which the
electrotonic junctions (and chemical synapses) presumably are
located (Fig. 4Aii,Aiii).
Indirect effects of B7a activation on other protraction phase
motoneurons were seen because of its ability to excite the N1M.
An example of this is shown in Figure 3B, in which the B1 salivary
gland motoneuron received a sequence of EPSPs via the
N1M3B1 excitatory monosynaptic connection (Elliott and
Kemenes, 1992). Strongly activating the B7a by depolarizing
current evoked spike activity in the N1M that in turn produced
1:1 EPSPs on the B1 cell. It was also possible that the B7a could
have more direct synaptic connections with other feeding mo-
toneurons. However, despite extensive investigation the B7a was
not found to have direct connections with any of the feeding
motoneurons (e.g., B1, B4 etc.). For instance, in Figure 3B, the
strong activation of the B7a neurons at the beginning of the trace
produces no obvious synaptic response on the B1 cell until the
N1M starts to fire.
Although it was suggested previously that the B7a was a pro-
traction phase motoneuron (Benjamin and Rose, 1979), there was
no experimental evidence to support this. However, the periph-
eral axonal projection described above did indicate that the B7a
innervated the buccal mass, the muscular organ responsible for
feeding. Using a preparation in which the CNS was left attached
to the buccal mass, we found that it was possible to make simul-
taneous recordings from the buccal ganglion and buccal mass
muscles to provide more direct evidence for motoneuronal func-
tion. Experiments (n 5 2) showed that a steady depolarization in
B7a resulted in contraction of the buccal mass posterior jugalis
muscle, which is known to be involved in the protraction phase of
feeding (Fig. 3C). This strongly indicates a motoneuronal func-
tion for the B7a, but because it also excites the N1M cell, it could
be that other posterior jugalis muscle motoneurons such as B6
(Rose and Benjamin, 1979) are being activated indirectly by a
possible N1M3B6 excitatory synaptic effect. However, in the
experiment shown in Figure 3D, even in the absence of N1M
activation the posterior jugalis muscle still contracted. The B6
cell, the only other motoneuron type that both fires strongly
throughout the protraction phase and projects to the buccal mass
(Rose and Benjamin, 1979), is not known to receive an excitatory
input from B7a; therefore, the effects of B7a on the muscle either
must be direct or must be mediated by a so-far unidentified
motoneuron type as well as by the demonstrated peripheral
projections of B7a itself. Although the existence of such a mo-
toneuron type cannot be ruled out entirely, it seems unlikely,
because extensive mapping of the feeding network has never
revealed any neurons that both projected to the buccal mass and
were excited by B7a. In the experiments shown in Figure 3, the
current-evoked firing rate of B7a was between 23 and 26 spikes/
sec, within its physiological firing range. These experiments
therefore provide evidence that the B7a is a dual function neuron
both performing an efferent, probably direct motoneuronal role
and providing an excitatory input to the N1M protraction phase
CPG interneuron.
B7a role in pattern generation
It has been shown previously that the activation of a single N1M
interneuron (by injecting depolarizing current) can elicit a full
but slow fictive feeding pattern because of its connections with the
rest of the CPG network (Elliott and Benjamin, 1985a). Because
the B7a was shown to have relatively strong electrotonic connec-
tions with the N1M, it raised the possibility that the B7a might
have a role in pattern generation. One type of evidence would be
if activation of the B7a could drive a feeding rhythm via its
coupling with the N1M. In only one preparation of the four tested
did steady maintained depolarization of the B7a drive a fast
feeding rhythm (Fig. 5A) in the frequency range normally evoked
by activation of modulatory interneurons such as the SO or CV1
(;0.2 Hz). In this case the N1M was strongly excited and pre-
sumably was responsible for activating the CPG via previously
established synaptic connections. In three other more typical
preparations, depolarization of the B7a eventually could activate
N1M to threshold, but no regular feeding pattern could be elicited
(Fig. 5B). The modulatory interneuron SO, recorded simulta-
neously in both experiments, did not contribute to this activation,
so the effects of B7a stimulation were not via this modulatory
neuron. These experiments provide some evidence for a role in
rhythm generation, but it is unlikely that the B7a cells simply
drive the pattern. However, there does appear to be a necessity
for B7a activity to achieve rhythm generation, because suppress-
ing the activity of B7a neurons by steady hyperpolarizing current
prevents the SO from driving a fictive feeding rhythm. This works
best if activity in the B7a has been suppressed before the SO is
activated (Fig. 5Ci,Cii). It is less successful if the SO is already
driving a rhythm before the B7a is suppressed (data not shown).
A more subtle contributing role to rhythm generation was
indicated by experiments like those shown in Figure 6, in which
the frequency (Fig. 6A,B) or phase (Fig. 6C) of an SO-driven
rhythm could be affected by manipulation of B7a membrane
potential and firing activity within its normal physiological range.
Hyperpolarizing the B7a slowed the rhythm (Fig. 6A), whereas
depolarizing it to fire at higher frequencies (18.1 6 0.9 spikes/sec)
within its physiological range, as seen in fictive feeding bursts,
increased the frequency of the rhythm (Fig. 6B). The B7a cells
fire just before and during N1M activity and via the B7a3N1M
electrotonic connection presumably would contribute to the de-
polarizing waveform that gradually triggers burst activity in the
N1M (arrow in Fig. 6A). It would be predicted that long-term
removal of the B7a spike activity would slow the buildup of
depolarization, leading to the triggering of the N1 plateau, and
slow the frequency of the rhythm, whereas current-induced extra
B7a activity would speed it up, leading to an increase in the
frequency of the whole rhythm. These two types of effect are
shown in the records of Figure 6, A and B, respectively. Briefer
depolarizing or hyperpolarizing current pulses sufficient to pre-
vent or suppress spike activity in a B7a cell were used to examine
if there was a delay or advance in the onset of the next cycle,
which may underlie the changes in speed during longer stimula-
tion. An example of this is shown in Figure 6C, in which B7a and
B7b cells were recorded and driven into a fictive feeding rhythm
by injecting depolarizing current into the SO. The N1M cell was
not recorded here, but its effects can be inferred from its known
synaptic connections and the records shown in Figure 6, A and B.
Here, hyperpolarization of the B7a to prevent one whole burst
(Fig. 6Ci) delayed the rhythm, whereas activating the B7a before
it normally would fire advanced the next cycle (Fig. 6Cii). In both
experiments the expected and actual N2 phases are marked
before and after B7a manipulation. The spike frequency of the
artificially evoked burst (29.4 spikes/sec) shown in Figure 6Cii
again is within the physiological range, and the burst duration (1.3
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sec) is not significantly different from the mean duration of the
five CPG-driven bursts immediately preceding it (1.2 6 0.2 sec).
This ability of the B7a to reset a CPG rhythm is important
because data of this type show that the B7a is a member of the
CPG network, providing further evidence of a CPG as well as a
motoneuronal role.
B10 motoneuron coupling with the rasp phase
interneurons, N2d and N2v
Motoneuron–interneuron electrotonic coupling between cells ac-
tive in the same protraction phase of the feeding rhythm is
important in rhythm generation in the N1M cells and the rest of
the CPG network. Does similar same-phase coupling occur with
rasp phase cells? Extensive experiments were performed to test
whether there were feeding motoneurons that were connected
synaptically to the two types of rasp phase CPG interneurons,
N2v and N2d. The only cell type found to be coupled to these
interneurons was the B10 motoneuron. This cell is weakly depo-
larized during the N1/protraction phase of the feeding cycle but
fires mainly during the N2/rasp phase when it is depolarized more
strongly (Rose and Benjamin, 1981b). It therefore fires in the
same phase as the N2d/N2v cells (Fig. 7A). Like the B7a3N1M
synaptic connection, the nature of the B103N2d/N2v connection
was again electrotonic. Both CPG cell types were hyperpolarized
or depolarized rapidly by passing square-wave current pulses into
B10 (Fig. 7B). Both the firing rate of the current-evoked burst of
spikes (28.5 spikes/sec) and the size of the underlying depolar-
ization (18.7 mV) in Figure 7B were within the physiological
range (from 3.6 6 1.3 to 39.0 6 3.9 spikes/sec and from 4.8 6 0.3
to 19.0 6 0.6 mV, respectively). Coupling coefficients were high
(maximum DC coupling coefficient between B103N2d is 36%,
n 5 3; between B103N2v it is 12%, n 5 3), and coupling
persisted in HiLo1EGTA saline, confirming the presence of an
electrotonic synapse (Fig. 7C, n 5 3). The exact contribution of
the direct coupling between B10 and the two types of N2 cells was
difficult to ascertain, because the N2d and N2v cells themselves
are coupled electrotonically (Brierley et al., 1997a). It is possible
that some of the electrotonic effects of B10 on one or another of
the N2 cells were indirect, because the recorded electrotonic
coupling between N2d and N2v was ;30%.
Intracellular dye fills of the B10 (n 5 6, 3 left and 3 right)
Figure 5. Rhythm-generating function of the B7a motoneuron. A, In this preparation the maintained depolarization of B7a could drive a fast fictive
feeding rhythm. This occurs via strong activation of the N1M CPG interneuron. The modulatory interneuron, SO, is not activated by B7a but still
receives subthreshold synaptic inputs from other CPG interneurons. B, In a more typical preparation, maintained depolarization can evoke one or two
slow fictive feeding cycles. The B7a3N1M electrotonic synapse causes gradual depolarization of N1M, which eventually evokes a full fictive feeding
cycle. C, Suppression of an SO-driven fictive feeding rhythm by hyperpolarization of B7a. Ci, In the control condition, maintained depolarization of the
SO elicits a fast fictive feeding rhythm, which entrains the B7a. Cii, Maintained hyperpolarization of B7a prevents the same level of depolarizing current
injected into the SO from driving a CPG rhythm. This presumably occurs because the hyperpolarized B7a suppresses N1M activity through its
electrotonic connections and therefore prevents the SO from driving the CPG.
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revealed a single peripheral projection to the postbuccal nerve
and extensive dendritic branching restricted to the ipsilateral
buccal ganglion. Overlapping neuritic processes of B10
and N2d cells shown by double dye fills suggested that the
site of the electrotonic junction was in the buccal neuropile
(Figs. 7D, 4 B).
Although it was shown previously that B10 is excited phasically
in both the N1 and N2 phase of feeding (Rose and Benjamin,
Figure 6. Resetting a spontaneous feeding rhythm by manipulating B7a spike activity. A, In an SO-driven feeding rhythm the N1M is driven into activity
by the facilitating SO3N1M excitatory synaptic connection. This elicits individual synaptic potentials (arrow), which eventually trigger a burst of spikes in
the N1M. Spike activity in B7a contributes to this buildup through the B7a3N1M electrotonic synapse. Hyperpolarization of the B7a slows this buildup
and reduces the frequency of the pattern. B, Depolarization of B7a accelerates the buildup to plateau in the N1M, and the frequency of the rhythm is
increased. C, Effects of briefer B7a activity changes on an ongoing SO-driven fictive feeding pattern. The noncoupled B7b also is recorded to monitor the
effects on the rhythm. Ci, Hyperpolarization of B7a preventing one whole burst prolongs the duration of the cycle and delays the whole rhythm. Cii, Brief
depolarization of B7a advances the next cycle by accelerating the onset of N2 inhibition on both SO and B7b. The B7a recording was made through a single
current-passing electrode; therefore, the deflection in the trace does not reflect the actual size of the membrane potential shift. However, the depolarizing
current was the same as in the experiments that were performed to demonstrate coupling between B7a and N1M, and the spike frequency in the evoked
burst was in the range of spike frequencies observed in CPG-driven bursts. In both experiments the expected and actual N2 phases are marked before and
after B7a manipulation. The vertical arrows show the phase shift that follows the perturbation (see Results for further explanation).
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1981a), there was no experimental evidence to show that it was a
motoneuron. However, the peripheral axonal projection de-
scribed above did indicate that B10 innervated the buccal mass.
Using a preparation in which the CNS was left attached to the
buccal mass by the postbuccal nerve alone, we found that it was
possible to make simultaneous recordings from B10 and buccal
mass muscles to provide more direct evidence for motoneuronal
function. Experiments (n 5 2) showed that a steady depolariza-
tion in B10 resulted in contractions of the radula tensor muscle
(Fig. 7Fi). In addition, during CPG-driven B10 bursts in a spon-
taneous fictive feeding rhythm, contractions in the radula tensor
muscle also were observed (Fig. 7Fii). Previous work has demon-
strated that this muscle shows strong electromyographic activity
during the retraction phase of feeding, when B10 fires strongly
because of strong N2-driven excitation (Rose and Benjamin,
1979). In addition, B10 is the only known CPG follower cell that
both fires in the retraction phase and projects to the radula tensor
muscle through the postbuccal nerve, the only connection left
intact in the preparations in which the role of B10 as a motoneu-
ron was assessed. This, together with the new, more direct re-
cording evidence, verifies the previous assumption that B10 is a
motoneuron of the feeding network.
Recordings of the B10 cell also were made with protraction and
swallow phase CPG interneurons (N1M, N3t, N3p), but no syn-
aptic connections were found, indicating that the coupling is
restricted to rasp phase cells.
B10 role in pattern generation
Experiments were performed to establish whether the
B103N2d/N2v electrotonic connection could contribute to N2d/
N2v firing and therefore to rhythmic activity in the whole CPG.
In the example shown in Figure 7E, artificially depolarizing the
B10 by 17.7 mV to fire at 35 spikes/sec, both values within the
normal physiological range of this cell type in a fictive feeding
rhythm, triggered plateaus in the N2v and depolarized N2d cells.
However, this was rare (n 5 2), and more typically subthreshold
potentials were seen (n 5 5).
To determine the contribution to pattern generation provided
by the B10, we manipulated membrane potential and firing activ-
ity in this neuron within its normal physiological range during
SO-driven feeding rhythms. In the example shown in Figure 8A,
hyperpolarizing the B10 to prevent spiking for approximately
seven cycles interrupted the whole fictive feeding rhythm for as
long as the hyperpolarization was maintained. Although the N2vs
were not recorded in this experiment, activity in N2v as well as
N2d was likely to be suppressed by B10 hyperpolarization be-
cause of the loss of the strong hyperpolarizing wave on the SO.
This is known to be caused by an N2v3SO inhibitory synapse
(Brierley et al., 1997b). Unlike hyperpolarization, a burst of
depolarizing current-induced B10 spikes (frequency 29.4 spikes/
sec, within the physiological range) in an SO-driven rhythm had
little influence on the ongoing rhythm, even when maintained for
longer than the duration of CPG-driven bursts in B10 (Fig. 8B).
The B10 depolarized the N2d and presumably the N2v (not
recorded), but this was insufficient to trigger a plateau. In con-
clusion, it appears that the B10 cells play a contributory role to
activity of the N2 retraction phase neurons, but this role is less
significant to overall pattern generation than the B7a cells.
B4CL/B4 motoneuron coupling with the swallow phase
interneurons, N3p and N3t
Previous work has shown that there are two physiologically de-
fined types of B4 neurons, a pair of so-called main B4 cells and a
group of so-called B4 cluster (B4CL) neurons (approximately six
cells on each side) (Benjamin and Rose, 1979; Rose and Ben-
jamin, 1981a). Other work has demonstrated that there are also
two physiologically different types of N3 (swallow) phase CPG
cells, N3 phasic (N3p) and N3 tonic (N3t) (Elliott and Benjamin,
1985a) (Fig. 9A).
The N3p cells tend to fire earlier in the feeding cycle than
the N3t cells, toward the end of the N2 (rasp) phase and
through the start of the swallow phase (Yeoman et al., 1995)
(Fig. 9A). This coincides with activity in the B4CL late rasp
phase motoneurons, and spikes during the B4CL burst are
interrupted by the N3p3B4CL inhibitory synaptic input (Ben-
jamin and Rose, 1979; Rose and Benjamin, 1981a). The N3t
cells fire entirely during the swallow phase, and this coincides
with activity in the B4 cells (Fig. 9A).
On the basis of the results from the other CPG–motoneuron
connections, it was predicted that the B4CL3N3p cells and the
B43N3t cells would be coupled electrotonically. This was found
to be the case (Fig. 9B). Hyperpolarizing or depolarizing a B4CL
cell produced corresponding responses on an N3p cell (n 5 3;
maximum DC coupling coefficient, 16%), and the same occurred
with a B4 and N3t cell (n 5 3; maximum DC coupling coefficient,
31%). Both the firing rate of the current-evoked burst of spikes
(24.5 spikes/sec) and the size of the underlying depolarization
(18.8 mV) in B4 (Fig. 9B), which turned out to be important in
pattern generation (see below), were within the physiological
range (from 3.8 6 0.7 to 33.5 6 3.5 spikes/sec and from 8.5 6 0.6
to 19.0 6 0.6 mV, respectively). In the case of the B4CL3N3p
the electrotonic coupling persisted in a HiLo1EGTA saline,
providing further evidence for an electrotonic junction (Fig. 9C,
n 5 3). Testing the N3p3B4CL connection revealed a more
complex response that had both chemical and electrotonic com-
ponents (Fig. 9D). Previous work has shown that the N3p pro-
vides an inhibitory input via a chemical synapse to the B4CL
neurons. This showed itself as an initial fast hyperpolarizing
response when N3p starts to fire (Fig. 9Di). However, this was
followed by a depolarization that probably reflected the conjoint
electrotonic synaptic connection. This electrotonic component
was exposed when the same preparation was bathed in
HiLo1EGTA saline (n 5 2). Then a purely depolarizing poten-
tial followed N3p spike activity (Fig. 9Dii). Spikes were difficult to
generate in the N3p under these zero calcium conditions, but they
still occurred at the beginning of the depolarizing current pulse.
Hyperpolarization of N3p in the same experiment showed a
hyperpolarizing voltage response in the B4CL cell in both normal
and HiLo1EGTA saline, presumably because of the purely elec-
trotonic nature of the communication with negative current. In
the absence of dye coupling, a final piece of evidence for potential
direct synaptic contacts between the N3p and B4CL cells is
double dye filling (n 5 9). Like the other cells there are plenty of
sites between the closely apposed N3p/B4CL neurites where a
synaptic connection could occur (Figs. 9E, 4Ci,Cii). Postinhibitory
rebound was considered by Benjamin and Elliott (1989) to be the
main way that the N3ps activated the B4CL cells, but these new
data showing a conjoint chemical /electrotonic synapse from N3p
to B4CL cells with a delayed electrotonic activation suggest that
this also contributes to B4CL excitation in the Lymnaea feeding
system.
Dual recordings from a variety of late rasp/swallow phase
motoneurons and interneurons demonstrated that the coupling
was not mutually exclusive between these motoneuron–interneu-
ron cell types, and B4 cells also were coupled to N3p cells and,
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Figure 7. Electrotonic coupling between the rasp phase B10 motoneuron and the N2d/N2v retraction phase CPG interneurons. A, Diagram showing
the firing pattern of the B10, N2v, and N2d neurons in a CPG-driven fictive feeding rhythm. All three neurons fire together in the N2 (rasp) phase. The
N2 cells are inhibited during N3 and receive a biphasic input during the N1 phase. The B10 neurons are inhibited during N3 and are weakly excited
during the N1 phase. B, Depolarizing or hyperpolarizing current injected into B10 produces similar, although attenuated, voltage changes in both the
N2d and N2v. Membrane potential (MP) changes in B10 were measured through a second voltage recording electrode so that coupling coefficients could
be determined accurately. C, The B103N2d connection (Ci) is retained in HiLo1EGTA saline (Cii), which blocks (Figure legend continues.)
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conversely, B4CL to N3t cells. This cross-phase coupling ap-
peared to be weaker, although there were not sufficient data for
statistical analysis. However, no coupling was found between N3t
and N3p CPG interneurons and any other motoneuron cell types,
showing that the coupling was only between retraction phase
neurons and not those involved with protraction. There is usually
an overlap in the activity of N3p/N3t in a feeding rhythm and
some coupling among all of the cells in the B4CL/B4 motoneuron
complex, and the CPG interneurons might play a role in this. This
might explain the lack of exclusivity of motoneuron–interneuron
coupling in the late rasp/swallow phase cells. It is still significant
that both the coupling coefficient and the effect of the coupling
were much stronger in the case of the B43N3t (swallow phase)
than between the B4CL and N3p (late rasp phase) cells. In the
former case, bursts of B4-evoked spikes at physiological rates
usually drove spikes in the N3t, whereas this never occurred in the
case of the B4CL3N3p cells (Fig. 9B). This can be explained by
the finding that, in addition to the stronger B43N3t coupling, the
N3t cells commonly have more positive resting potentials than the
N3p cells (see Fig. 9B), whereas the spike threshold is approxi-
mately the same for both cell types (;40 mV) (K. Staras, unpub-
lished observations).
Figure 8. Resetting an ongoing SO-driven fictive feeding rhythm by manipulation of B10 activity. A, Hyperpolarization of B10 prevents the expected
N2 phase of the feeding cycle and delays the rhythm. B, Depolarization of B10 has only a small effect on the ongoing rhythm, accelerating the buildup
to N2d plateau and slightly advancing the next cycle. In both experiments the expected and actual N2 phases are marked before and after B10
manipulation. The vertical arrows show the phase shift that follows the perturbation.
4
chemical synapses, confirming the electrotonic nature of the connection. Note that the B10 recordings were made through a single current-passing
electrode, and so the presence of coupling could be established but could not be assessed quantitatively. D, Diagrammatic reconstruction of joint fills of
the B10 and N2d with 5-CF and MPTS, respectively. The B10 has a single axon that crosses the buccal neuropile and exits the ganglia via the postbuccal
nerve. The N2d has axonal projections in both the postbuccal nerve and the ipsilateral dorsobuccal nerve. The extensive intermingling of neuritic
processes from these two neurons suggests that the site of the electrotonic coupling is in the buccal neuropile (for high-magnification details of the area
in the rectangle, see Fig. 4B). E, Depolarizing the B10 motoneuron occasionally can trigger spikes in both N2v and N2d CPG. In this example the
activation of B10 depolarizes both N2-type interneurons via electrotonic coupling. This leads to the activation of a full plateau potential in N2v (see
Brierley et al., 1997a) and spikes in the N2d, which are driven by both B10 and N2v cells. The electrotonically coupled network is shown in the schematic
diagram. F, Motoneuronal function of B10 demonstrated by dual recordings from B10 and the muscle it innervates. Fi, Spike activity in B10, driven by
a depolarizing stimulus, leads to the contraction of the radula tensor muscle (T). Fii, In the same preparation, during spontaneous fictive feeding,
CPG-driven bursts of spikes in B10 also are followed by the contraction of the radula tensor muscle.
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Figure 9. Electrotonic coupling between the rasp/swallow phase B4CL
and B4 motoneurons and the N3p and N3t CPG interneurons. A, Diagram
showing the typical firing pattern of the B4CL, N3p, B4, and N3t neurons
in a CPG-driven fictive feeding rhythm. The B4CL and N3p cells fire
together at the end of the N2 (rasp) phase and continue firing into the N3
phase. The B4 and N3t cells fire together in the N3 (swallow) phase. All
of the neurons are inhibited during N1 and the start of the N2 phase. B,
Depolarizing or hyperpolarizing current injected into B4CL produces
similar, although attenuated, subthreshold voltage changes in the N3p.
The B4 motoneurons show a similar electrotonic connection with the N3t,
but depolarizing current often can trigger full spikes in N3t. Membrane
potential (MP) changes in B4CL and B4 were measured through a second
voltage recording electrode so that coupling coefficients could be deter-
mined accurately. C, The B4CL3N3p connection seen in normal saline
(Ci) is retained in HiLo1EGTA saline (Cii), which blocks chemical
synapses, confirming the electrotonic nature of the connection. D, The
N3p3B4CL connection is complex and probably consists of both chemical and electrotonic components. Di, Previous work has shown that the chemical
component is inhibitory, and this is seen as the initial hyperpolarization on the B4CL. This is followed by a depolarization that reflects the conjoint
electrotonic connection between them. This depolarization evoked axonal spikes in the B4CL motoneuron. Dii, The electrotonic component is revealed
in HiLo1EGTA when a purely depolarizing potential follows N3p spike activity. The electrotonic synapse is also apparent when the N3p interneuron
is hyperpolarized. Note that in C and D all recordings were made through single current-passing electrodes, and so the presence of coupling could be
established but could not be assessed quantitatively. E, Diagrammatic reconstruction of the morphology seen from joint fills of the B4CL and N3p with
5-CF and MPTS, respectively. The B4CL projects into both ipsilateral and contralateral latero-/ventrobuccal nerves. The N3p projects into both the
ipsilateral and contralateral dorsobuccal nerves. The neurites of these cells show considerable intermingling, and these are potential sites of electrotonic
junctions (for high-magnification details of the areas in the rectangles, see Fig. 4Ci, Cii).
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The B4 motoneurons potently inhibit the N1M
interneuron through the indirect
B43N3t3N1M pathway
Unexpectedly, the main effect of manipulating B4 activity on
pattern generation was on an interneuron active in a completely
different phase of the feeding rhythm, the protraction phase CPG
cell, N1M. Strong activation of a single B4 motoneuron produced
intense inhibition in the protraction phase interneuron N1M. The
strength of the inhibition was quite variable in different prepara-
tions but in the majority of cases (n 5 7 of 9) was sufficient to
suppress activity in a depolarized spiking N1M (Fig. 10Ai). The
details of the IPSPs recorded on N1M after B4 depolarization are
seen more clearly when the time base is expanded (Fig. 10Aii).
The frequency of the current-induced burst of spikes in B4 in this
figure (10.8 spikes/sec) was within the normal frequency range
seen in fictive feeding rhythms.
Further experiments showed that this connection was likely to
be mediated through the B43N3t electrotonic coupling and the
previously demonstrated N3t3N1M monosynaptic chemical syn-
apse (Elliott and Benjamin, 1985a). Direct evidence for the
pathway is shown in Figure 10B, in which the B4, N3t, and N1M
cells were recorded at the same time. Here, as in the example
shown in Figure 10Aii, the frequency of the current-induced burst
of spikes in B4 (21.0 spikes/sec) was again within the normal
frequency range seen in fictive feeding rhythms; this was sufficient
to drive spike activity in the N3t via the B43N3t electrotonic
synapse. Each spike in the N3t cell produced unitary 1:1 IPSPs in
the N1M cells, making it unlikely that other cells, potentially also
driven by B4, contribute to this effect. There are no changes in
membrane potential or components of the N1M synaptic re-
sponse that correlate with B4 depolarization or spike activity so
that the B4 effects are unlikely to be attributable to a direct B43
N1M inhibitory chemical connection. In some preparations the
N3t cells were firing spontaneously, providing a tonic inhibitory
input to N1M. In these cases, when a quiescent B4 was hyperpo-
larized further, the activity in N3t was suppressed and the N1M
was released from inhibition (Fig. 10C). The spontaneous N1M
burst occurring during the hyperpolarization of B4 could be
interrupted by a burst of spikes in N3t evoked by brief depolar-
ization. This showed the profound contribution B4 can make to
the state of firing in interneurons of the CPG system through its
electrotonic coupling to N3t.
Using a buccal mass–CNS preparation, we also established the
dual role of the B4 as both a conventional motoneuron and as a
cell providing inputs to CPG interneurons. The experiment in-
volved simultaneous intracellular recording from the B4 mo-
toneuron, the buccal mass muscle it is known to innervate (the
anterior jugalis; Benjamin and Elliott, 1989), and the N1M inter-
neuron. Depolarization of the B4 elicited 1:1 excitatory junction
potentials (EJPs) on the anterior jugalis muscle of the buccal
mass (n 5 4) and simultaneous IPSPs on the N1M occurring
through activation of the N3t (Fig. 10D; B4 spike frequency is 14
spikes/sec, within the normal frequency range seen in fictive
feeding rhythms). The B4 cells thus appear to have several roles
in the feeding network. They act as motoneurons for the anterior
jugalis muscle. They also have CPG effects by providing excita-
tory drive to the N3t cells via electrotonic synapses and have
strong indirect effects on a second type of CPG cell, the N1M via
the N3t3N1M inhibitory chemical synapse. These connections
are summarized in Figure 10E. The role of the indirect
B43N1M connection in pattern generation will be considered
next.
B4 role in pattern generation
The pattern-generating contribution made by the B43N3t elec-
trotonic connection was investigated by manipulating B4 mem-
brane potential and firing activity within its normal physiological
range during SO-driven feeding rhythms. The N3t was not re-
corded directly in these experiments, but the inhibitory inputs on
the N1M attributable to the N3t3N1M synaptic connection can
be identified easily after extensive previous experimental charac-
terization (see Benjamin and Elliott, 1989). In Figure 11Ai, a
control rhythm is shown in which no B4 perturbation is per-
formed. The normal level of N3t synaptic inputs appearing on the
N1M during the buildup to the protraction phase is shown in
Figure 11Aii. In Figure 11Bi, a 2 sec pulse of hyperpolarizing
current injected into the B4 was able to trigger the next feeding
cycle prematurely. This was attributable to the removal of the
N3t3N1M inhibition that normally delays the recovery of N1M
during the N3/swallow phase of the feeding rhythm. The absence
of N3t IPSPs and the steeper rise of the depolarization before the
N1 plateau is shown in the higher gain recording of Figure 11Bii.
Conversely, a burst of spikes [spike frequency 34.6 spikes/sec,
within the physiological range; duration 2.6 sec, not significantly
different from the mean duration (2.4 6 0.2 sec) of five CPG-
driven bursts preceding it] evoked in B4 during an ongoing
rhythm delayed the feeding pattern by presumably exciting the
N3t (Fig. 11Ci). The number of N3t3N1M unitary IPSPs ap-
pearing on the N1M is increased (Fig. 11Cii), and these delay the
buildup to the plateau phase of firing. These experiments dem-
onstrate that the B4 plays a role in pattern generation via its
electrotonic connection with the N3t.
Glandular motoneurons are not connected
electrotonically to CPG interneurons
Extensive tests were made for synaptic connections between
CPG interneurons and motoneurons generally considered to have
a motor role in controlling glandular secretion or contractions of
the gut. These motoneurons were the B1, provisionally classified
as a salivary gland motoneuron, the B2, a gut motoneuron, and
B3, a rasp phase motoneuron that may be involved in control of
glandular activity in the gut (Benjamin et al., 1979). In general, no
synaptic connections, either chemical or electrotonic, were found
between these motoneurons and CPG interneurons active in the
same or different phases of the feeding cycles.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we have provided detailed physiological evidence for
the existence of new feedback pathways from identified motoneu-
rons to specific interneurons of the CPG in the Lymnaea feeding
system, an important invertebrate model of behavioral rhythm
generation (Benjamin and Elliott, 1989). We showed that synaptic
interactions between motoneurons and interneurons are impor-
tant in rhythm generation so that both interneurons and mo-
toneurons are essential components of the pattern-generating
network. These results provide further evidence for the distrib-
uted nature of the Lymnaea feeding network (Yeoman et al.,
1995), superseding an earlier hierarchical model (Benjamin,
1983). This, together with work on other CPG systems, has
important theoretical consequences in consideration of the gen-
eral design of circuits underlying adaptive behavior (for review,
see Morton and Chiel, 1994).
The connections underlying these feedback pathways take the
form of electrotonic synapses between motoneurons and CPG
interneurons. Motoneurons with electrotonic connections with
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Figure 10. Dual role of the B4 cell as a motoneuron and a provider of inputs to CPG interneurons. Ai, Activation of B4 produces intense inhibition
(expanded in Aii), which suppresses spontaneous bursting activity in the protraction phase CPG interneuron N1M. B, Evidence that this is likely to be
attributable to the indirect B43N3t3N1M pathway obtained from simultaneous intracellular recordings of B4, N1M, and N3t. Each spike in the N3t
produces unitary IPSPs in the N1M. C, Hyperpolarization of B4 can release the N1M interneuron from the inhibition caused by tonic firing in N3t. A
brief burst of spikes in N3t during this B4 suppression briefly interrupts firing activity in N1M. After the repolarization of B4 to resting potential, the
N3t cell is released from inhibition; as a result, N1M spike activity is suppressed again. D, Simultaneous recording from the N1M, the swallow phase
anterior jugalis muscle (AJM ), and B4 shows that B4 has a dual function. A current-induced burst of spikes in B4 evokes unitary 1:1 excitatory junction
potentials (EJPs) on the AJM and at the same time inhibits the N1M CPG cell. E, Summary of the synaptic connections of B4.
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Figure 11. Resetting a feeding rhythm by manipulating B4 spike activity. Ai, Control experiment in which the N1M and B4 show bursting activity in
the SO-driven fictive feeding rhythm. Aii, Faster time base and higher gain of Ai showing the normal level of N3t inputs appearing on the N1M during
the buildup to the protraction phase. Bi, Hyperpolarization of the B4 advances the phase of the SO-driven rhythm. The N1M recovers more rapidly than
normal and resets the subsequent rhythm. This is attributable to the reduced duration of the N3t inhibitory inputs on the N1M cell shown in detail in
Bii. Ci, Depolarization of the B4 during SO-driven fictive feeding delays the onset of the next feeding cycle and the subsequent fictive feeding rhythm.
This is attributable to the increased duration of N3t inhibitory synaptic inputs shown at a higher gain and faster time base in Cii (see Results for further
details). The B4 recording was made through a second voltage recording electrode so that the deflection in the trace reflects the actual value of the
potential shift (12.5 mV). The direction of the arrows in the synaptic connectivity diagrams indicates the relative change in activity levels in the three
neurons (up arrow, increase; down arrow, decrease).
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interneurons were found for all three phases of the feeding cycle:
protraction (B7a), rasp (B10/B4CL), and swallow (B4). A sum-
mary of these connections is shown in Figure 12. The electrotonic
coupling was confined to motoneurons and interneurons that
were normally active in the same phase of the feeding cycle
(protraction, B7a3N1M; rasp, B103N2d/N2v; swallow,
B43N3t). Importantly, the motoneuron3interneuron connec-
tions were restricted to motoneurons that activate buccal muscu-
lature. Motoneurons that innervate glandular structures or the
gut, such as B1, B2, and B3 cells, were never found to have
reciprocal connections with interneurons.
The role of the motoneurons in pattern generation was as-
sessed by manipulating their firing activity during SO-driven
feeding rhythms. In all cases, changes in motoneuron activity
could reset the ongoing rhythm, and this occurred in a manner
that was predictable on the basis of the electrotonic connections.
Because these motoneurons (1) oscillate in a phase-locked man-
ner with patterned output, (2) provide functionally relevant in-
puts to CPG interneurons, and (3) can disrupt CPG-driven
patterned activity when manipulated within their normal physio-
logical operating range, we now suggest that they should be
regarded as members of the pattern-generating circuit for
feeding.
The fact that the electrotonic connections are restricted to
buccal muscle motoneurons suggests that another major function
is to synchronize CPG and muscle activity by phase-locking the
activities of pattern-generating interneurons and motoneurons.
The motoneuron3interneuron electrotonic connections presum-
ably ensure that activity in the feeding CPG is tightly coupled to
the final behavioral expression of feeding. Electrotonic coupling
is a recognized mechanism for synchronizing neuronal firing
activity in both invertebrate (Wilson, 1966; Spira et al., 1980;
Getting, 1989; Marder and Calabrese, 1996) and vertebrate motor
pattern generation (Walton and Navarrete, 1991; Perrins and
Roberts, 1995a). However, the buccal mass motoneurons have the
ability to affect the CPG through these electrotonic connections
because they also receive inputs from interneurons that are not
coupled electrotonically either to the motoneurons or to the
interneurons that normally drive them. Thus B7a is excited by the
N1M interneuron in the protraction phase, but it is inhibited by
N2-type and N3-type interneurons that are active in the retrac-
tion and swallow phases, respectively (Rose and Benjamin,
1981a,b; Elliott and Kemenes, 1992; Brierley et al., 1997a). The
N1M is coupled both chemically (Elliott and Kemenes, 1992) and
electrotonically to B7a. However, the N2-type and N3-type inter-
neurons are coupled only chemically to both B7 and N1M (Rose
and Benjamin, 1981a,b; Elliott and Benjamin, 1985a; Brierley et
al., 1997a,b). B10 is excited in both the N1 and N2 phase (Rose
and Benjamin, 1981a; Elliott and Kemenes, 1992), but it is cou-
pled electrotonically to N2-type cells only. B4/B4CL motoneu-
rons are inhibited by both N1M and N2-type interneurons (Elliott
and Kemenes, 1992; Brierley et al., 1997a). They also receive an
inhibitory input from N3-type interneurons (Rose and Benjamin,
1981b), together with electrotonic excitation from the same cells.
The B7a3N1M electrotonic synapse was perhaps the most
important connection investigated here. The strength of the cou-
pling (up to 17%) was sufficiently high to allow physiological
levels of depolarization in B7a to evoke action potentials in N1M.
Maintained depolarization of B7a could even drive a CPG feed-
ing rhythm via the activation of N1M, although not so effectively
as a modulatory interneuron like the SO. This indicates that
activity in B7a contributes to the buildup of the protraction phase
of the feeding rhythm in which the N1M cells are known to play
a prominent role (Rose and Benjamin, 1981b; Elliott and Ben-
jamin, 1985a). Therefore, B7a-type cells should be regarded as
important protraction phase CPG neurons as well as motoneu-
rons for buccal muscles.
The B103N2 also contributes to rhythm generation, although
its effects are not so strong as B7a3N1M. However, it is likely to
contribute to more than just one phase of the rhythm because,
although it is most active during N2/rasp, it also is depolarized
(via the N1M3B10 chemical synaptic connection; Elliott and
Kemenes, 1992) during the N1M/protraction phase. Although
this depolarization during N1M is weaker than during N2, it still
would help to depolarize the N2s during protraction. Both types
of N2 (N2d and N2v) are depolarized slowly by other CPG
interneurons during this phase of the cycle (Elliott and Benjamin,
1985b; Brierley et al., 1997b), and B103N2d/N2v coupling must
provide a component of this. Eventually, the depolarization of
the N2s triggers a plateau in N2v, triggering spike activity in both
N2-type cells. Thus the B10 can be thought of as having a role in
promoting the transition between the N1/protraction and N2/rasp
phases of feeding.
The B4CL3N3p connection may have a role to play in another
transition, the change from the rasp to the swallow phase. Recent
evidence (Yeoman et al., 1995) has shown that both of these cell
types start to fire at the boundary of the N2 and N3 phases,
making them suitable to promote the transition from rasp to
swallow.
The B43N3t connection provides an important feedback
mechanism that may have a limiting effect on the speed of the
Figure 12. Summary of electrotonic connections between motoneurons
and CPG interneurons in the Lymnaea feeding system. Motoneurons are
coupled only to interneurons that are active within the same phase of the
feeding cycle. Only motoneurons that activate buccal musculature showed
these connections. The protraction phase (P) motoneuron B7a is coupled
to the CPG interneuron N1M. The rasp phase (R) motoneuron B10 is
coupled to both the N2d and N2v CPG interneurons. N2d and N2v also
are coupled electrotonically to each other, suggesting that these three
neurons form a single coupled unit. The late rasp/swallow (R/S) phase
motoneurons B4CL are coupled to the CPG interneuron N3p. The
swallow phase (S) motoneuron B4 is coupled to the N3t interneuron. A
cross-coupling also exists between the R/S and S neurons so that they form
a larger coupled unit. Note that there are also chemical connections
between the CPG interneurons and the motoneurons, which are not
shown in this figure (for details of these, see Discussion).
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rhythm. When these motoneurons are depolarized to fire within
their physiological range, this has a delaying effect on the onset of
subsequent feeding cycles. We suggest that this effect may play a
physiological role in the maintenance of cycle frequencies sus-
tainable by the buccal muscles. This notion also is supported by
results from preliminary laser photoinactivation experiments. Re-
moval of both B4 cells from the feeding circuitry by photoablation
leads to a significant increase in the frequency of the SO-driven
fictive feeding rhythm (G. Kemenes, personal communication).
In other invertebrate systems, too, motoneuron3CPG connec-
tions have been reported. In the leech at least two motoneuron
types have been shown to have connections with pattern-
generating interneurons that control swimming (Friesen, 1989).
Like the coupled motoneurons in Lymnaea, current injection into
leech swimming motoneurons resets the phase of an ongoing
pattern (Friesen, 1989). It also has been shown that elevation of
serotonin levels allows the swim motoneurons to participate more
strongly in the production of the motor pattern (Mangan et al.,
1994). In Lymnaea, serotonin is an important neuromodulator in
the feeding system (Yeoman et al., 1996), and it has been dem-
onstrated that depletion of serotonin levels by neurotoxins or
photoablation of identified serotonergic neurons leads to reduced
rates of feeding in intact animals (Kemenes et al., 1991) and
fictive feeding in isolated CNS preparations (Yeoman et al.,
1994), respectively. It is interesting to speculate that the depletion
of serotonin levels in these earlier experiments may have weak-
ened the integration between motoneurons and interneurons, and
this may have contributed to the reduction in feeding rates.
In the crustacean stomatogastric system, motoneurons and sev-
eral interneurons are connected through electrotonic and chem-
ical synapses, and the motoneurons take an active part in the
rhythm generation (Selverston, 1989; Marder and Calabrese,
1996). Motoneuronal contributions to pattern generation also
have been reported in the crab ventilatory system (Simmers and
Bush, 1983) and the crayfish swimmeret system (Heitler, 1978), in
which motoneurons are thought to provide a positive feedback
loop to sustain and reinforce an ongoing pattern. In the sea slugs
Tritonia and Aplysia, buccal and cerebral motoneurons can them-
selves drive repeating rhythms (Willows, 1980; Hurwitz et al.,
1994; Perrins and Weiss, 1996), but these probably occur with the
mediation of so-far unidentified CPG-type interneurons.
In the Xenopus embryo, an important lower vertebrate model,
recent evidence suggests that motoneurons may have feedback
pathways onto the interneurons that generate locomotion
(Perrins and Roberts, 1995a,b). Among higher vertebrates there
is at least one specific example of motoneurons synapsing with
interneuronal targets. These are the spinal Renshaw cells in-
volved in locomotion (for review, see Windhorst, 1990). Thus
motoneuronal involvement in centrally generated patterns ap-
pears to be an important feature of simple and complex neuronal
circuits underlying a wide variety of behaviors. The significance
of finding a pattern-generating role for motoneurons in the Lym-
naea feeding system is that this, unlike the numerically more
complex vertebrate systems, is a network in which the cellular
mechanisms of this role can be studied at the level of identified
synaptic connections between all of the motoneurons and inter-
neurons involved in the generation of a well defined behavioral
pattern.
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